Psychic's prediction was close
Re Where were the psychics?
Letter, Nov.13.
Jacob Mendlovic asked why
no psychic foresaw the events
of Sept. 11. Anthony Carr was
nearly bang on in his prediction

in The Star article, 2001 'will
put fear of God in us,' psychic

says, Dec. 31. The article said:
"Look up, way up. Toronto psychic Anthony Carr feels it,
senses it coming. It is an immi-

nent
'cataclysmic
cosmic
event,' advises Carr. 'Watch for
a sign in the heavens. It will
shock the whole world. It could
be like a bolt of lightning or in
the form of a UFO.' "
It was aircraft that came out
of the heavens on Sept. 11 so
Carr wasn't far off.
The article continued: "The
event 'will put the fear of God
into us,' predicts the east-end
psychic. 'What I feel for the
world is a great revelation ...
It's as though we realize we
have to do something before
it's too late.' That something,
he continues, means we should
're-green the planet, unpollute
the waters, feed the starving.' "
.I K\~ E'J'I'E BLO~SI•;J

Richmond Hill

11adonu's
hoppin'mad
at Travolta
ADONNA wants revenge on John Travolta for
ruining her wedding.
Travolta, 46, forbade soccer star-turned-actor
Vinnie Jones, 35, from being best man for the
singer's movie director groom, Guy Ritchie, 32,
so Jones could finish making
a movie Travolta is directing
in America.
Jones expects to earn $2.25
million for his role in Swordfish, for which Travolta is also
a co-star. But when Jones
asked for time off to stand up
for Ritchie, Travolta reportedly railed: "You can't go.
We've got a movie to make."
With 48 hours' warning,
Ritchie had to find another pal
to fill the role in the star-studded wedding at Skibo Castle
in Scotland. And neither
Madonna nor Ritchie could get
Travolta on the phone to negotiate on the nuptials.
Jones ended up sending a video of himself toasting the
couple, which was played on a giant monitor during the
service.
Not good enough, says The Material Bride.
"John Travolta's ruined my wedding," Madonna told a
pal. "And I'll never forgive him.
"But I'll get him back. And I hope he remembers these
words - payback's a bitch."

John refused

Gay's pal Vilmie
time off to go to
tbewedding

OYAL scandal. A
woman president or
vice president. Political and economic up-heaval. Miraculous
cures and murderous disease.
Death by natural disaster and
terrorism.
All this and more has been
revealed to a foremost psychic while peering into the future for National EXAMINER readers. Here are the
predictions from world-famous prognosticator Anthony Carr for 2001 and beyond:

R

• Hillary Clinton will become crimes against humanity.
the first U.S. woman vice fiThe Empire State Buildini'l
president or president by explodes from a terrorist
2008.
bomb! Arab terrorists- who
• Prince Charles will publicly wear the red turban and
turn his back on the British whose emblem is "a star and
royal throne for emotional crescent moon" - are rereasons, opening the way for sponsible for this futile atsomeone else, but not Princes tempt to demoralize Ameri1
William or Harry - possibly I ca.
--'
Andrew!
... An earthquake and a tidal
• Former Yugoslavian dicta- wave hit Boston, Mass., o~ all
tor Slobodan Milosevic will places.
attempt a vicious military • The tag-team of Gorby and
coup, but to no avail. He'll Boris will initiate a world
eventually be executed for power play in 2001. Russia,
beware of Mikhail Gorbachev and Boris Yeltsin.
• Bulgaria explodes! I see
crushing khaki tanks on
whose sides are emblazoned a great red star.
• A horrific Spanish flu-like
virus will sweep around the
world, destroying more human life than did the previous two World Wars. It will
originate in India. I believe
Spanish flu-infected human
tissue stiH preserved from
the early 1900s will be the
culprit.
• Residents around The
Three Mile Island nuclear
plant in Pennsylvania will
hold their collective breath
while news of another leak
goes public. The narrow escape will force new safety
regulations for nuclear
power plants across America and, I might add, Canada. Toronto, take note!
• Tina Sinatra, in her new
book My Father's Daughter, insults Frank's widow
Barbara. They come to
blows in a clash on Larry
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messenger
Toronto psychic
who foretold 9/11
events predicts bin
Laden's surrender
BY CAROLA VYHNAK
TOROJ\"TOSTAR

The Sept. 11 terrorist attacks
should have come as no 'surprise to
~ll1J.%rt. After all, the psychic
p
ct
e eyents with - in his
words - "dead-on, 100 per cent
accuracy."
The psychic part of him had
"seen" it coming when he did his
predictions for 2001 in October
2000 and again last August.
"I see a terrible plane crash over
New York City," he wrote. "I see
raging fires around the White
House in Washington, D.C. A great
disaster will strike a major city to
create a yawning chasm as earth
and buildings topple into eternity."
Looking at the bigger picture, the
east-end psychic and palmist also
foresaw a "cataclysmic cosmic
event'' that would shock the world
and "put the fear of God in us."
Carr derives no satisfaction from
being right. "Despite my bravado
and glib attitude, they (accurate
predictions) shock and frighten me
half to death."
His ability to see the future, he explains, comes.from his "third eye.
"I put myself in an altered state of
consciousness -which is really an
electrical state - so the cosmos will
bombard my antennae."
Carr then becomes the messenger, taking the images and translating them into words. Those words
add up to 30 pages of predictions for
2002, including the fate of Osama
bin laden.
In a "letter" to the terrorist leader,
Carr says he "sees" his arms above
his head in a posture of surrender.
"Then you will suffer a most ignoble
death at the hands of those you persecuted." The "very fatal and final
denouement" will occur in mid-February, he says.
More locally, Toronto will be hit
by a sizeable earthquake, Carr predicts, and a new provincial leader to
replace outgoing Premier Mike

Harris will bring back "real common sense" and return Ontario to
an "even keel" in the areas of health,
education and help for the
homeless.
Prime Minister Jean Chretien is •
heading for a shocking scandal involving a wealthy, eccentric woman. The strain of the ensuing media
frenzy over the affair will cause him
to step down from office. "A real
cause celebre, it' ll be both noble and
scandalous,. for love or money- or
both," says Carr. Chretien's replacement, he adds, will be a woman "of
extraordinary kindness."
On the sports front, the Leafs will
win the Stanley Cup in 2002 (oops,
Carr predicted that for 2001), but
Blue Jays fans will have to wait to
2008 for a World Series victory.
Carr, who counts Hollywood personalities among his clients, devotes 15 pages of predictions to the
entertainment scene. Singer Celine
Dian, he says, will become so paranoid about flying that she'll buy and
equip her own luxurious train car to
travel with her "ailing husband" and
young child.
Harry Potter creator J.K Rawling
will be accused of plagiarism by a
"green-eyed woman" and will have
to defend herself in court. She'll be
vindicated but lacks the wizardry to
remove the tarnish from her reputation. So say&. Anthony Carr.- without the aid of a crystal ball.

FUTURE TENSE:
According to
Anthony Carr,
Prime :\Iini t er
Chretien will
leave office due
to a scandal invohing a woman, Celine Dion
will be riding
the rails with
her "ailing hu band" R ene
Angeli} and baby R eneCharles, a nd
0 ama bin
Laden sdays
are numbered
atabout45.
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February 20, 2002
To whom it may concern:
I have known Anthony Carr for several years. The first time he did a reading
for 1ne, I was amazed. By studying rny hand, he could describe character
traits, events and experiences in my career and personal life. He was dead
on, right down to intimate details a stranger couldn't possibly know.
On another occasion, I sought Mr. Carr's advice on a personal matter.
Unable to make a decision on this particular issue, I asked for a reading to
help point me in the right direction. Again, his perception and intuition were
amazingly accurate and revealed the true picture in crystal clear terms.
On a professional level, I have written two stories about Mr. Carr's
predictions for the world that have been published in The Toronto Star. The
first, on Dec. 31, 2000, included his forecast about a "cataclysmic cosmic
event" that would shake the world and herald a return to old-fashioned
values. The events of Sept. 11 would certainly fill that bill.
The second story we published, on Dec. 30, 2001, documented other
predictions he had made relating to Sept. 11. In October, 2000 and August,
2001, he predicted "a terrible plane crash over New York City." "A great
disaster will strike a major city to create a yawning chasm as earth and
buildings topple into eternity," he wrote in his annual list of predictions. Mr.
Carr also warned of "raging fires around the White House in Washington,
D.C."

Carola Vyhnak
Deputy Special Sections Editor
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March 1st, 2002
To whom it

www.ctv.ca

concern,

Anthony Carr has been an annual New Year's Day guest on CFTO
News for over 10 years now. As the Producer of CFTO News at 11:30
p.m., Anthony has at times astounded our staff with his predictions for
the future. Although we have often kept his on~air appearances focused
on the lighter side of Hfe and entertainment, Anthony has always come
equipped with a detailed and lengthy list of his predictions for
coming year. VVe vvere somewhat
last year in the aftermath of
1
September 11 \ when we checked the documents he had left with us and
found that Anthony had predicted, "The Empire State Building
explodes from a terrorist bomb! ln a futHe attempt to demoralize
America, Arab terrorists, who wear the red turban and whose flag is a
star and crescent moon, are responsible" and on another point wrote,
"I see raging fires around the White House in Washington D.C." They
are not exact visions of the future, but a never-the-less very accurate
vision of the destruction and violence that would soon strike America.
On an earlier occasion Anthony left me with his annual Jist of
predictions, in 'which he predicted a violent end for Dodi AI Fayed
Princess Diana.
Dodi will suffer a violent fatal denouement either
by boat or vehicular accident. This past January, his predictions
for 2002, Anthony correctly predicted the end was near for Princess
Margaret. On still another occasion, a few years back, I remember
being struck by Anthony's prediction for the sudden onset of a heart
condition for Arnold Schwarzenegger, whkh came to pass within a
year, at a time when Schwarzenegger 'Was seemingly at the apex of his
physical power.
11

•••
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Richard Mcilveen
Producer, CFTO News@11:30
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March 22, 2002
To whom it may concern:
I have known Anthony Carr for over 15 years.

has never ceased to amaze

me with his ability to predict the future. Over the years, Anthony has made
many spot-on predictions. They include the heart problems suffered by
Arnold Schwarzenegger, an impending tragedy facing Princess Diana and
her playboy lover Dodi Fayed, Bill Clinton's ultimate disgrace after an affair
with a "very young woman," drug problems for Whitney Houston.
They all were forecast long before the actual events came to pass.
Last y~ar, Anthony

pr~dicted

"raging fires around the White House in

Washington, D.C." and a "cataclysmic event" in a major U.S. city. The
terrible events of September 11 were clearly

his mind.

On a number of occasions, he has given me insights into my own future that
have come to pass.
1 can state unequivocally that he is the most accurate psychic that I have ever
interviewed. ~

Joe Mullins, Managing Editor
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March 15, 2001
To Whom It May Concern:
Anthony Carr has been a regular consultant with American Media
Incorporated for a number of years. He is an important contributor to our
family of publications including Star Magazine.
Mr. Carr has supplied this paper with numerous stories on celebrities
including Sylvester Stallone, whose palms he read with uncanny accuracy.
He has also predicted the undoing of Osama Bin laden and his Taliban and
ai~Qaeda fighters for Star.
Most spectacularly Mr. Carr predicted "a terrible plane crash over
New York City" in our papers, foreseeing the September 11th tragedies.
He is without question number one in his field and is the first person
we at Star call when writing stories regarding predication or palmistry
stories.
Sincerely,

leon Wagener
News Editor

March 27,2002.
To Whom It May Concern,
I am a writer for the National Enquirer and have been for the past 20 years. In my job, I
have come across many psychics, and Anthony Carr is certainly one of the most accurate.
He has predicted countless events, among them, the death of Princess Diana, the fact
that Sylvester Stallone's daughter would be born with heart problems, and, most
impressively, the events of 9111/01.
In our business, we have occasion to deal with many people who claim to have psychic
ability, but, as we have all learned, very few actually have a proven track record, as well
as an impressive gift of seeing into the future and predicting it
I sincerely recommend that you consider Anthony Carr to be a legitimate and proven
psychic. He has a track record that is envied by all the others who are claiming to be
psychic.

Sincerely,

Beverly Ecker
Staff Writer National Enquirer
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Former Yugoslavian dictator, Slobodan Milosevic will attempt a vicious military
coup, but to no avaiL He'll eventually be executed for crimes against humanity.
Harlingen, Texas, home of the famous lwo Jima statue of U.S. Marines raising
the American fiag over that most costly South Pacific island (in terms of lives lost:
6,821 Marines and Naval personnel) will unfortunately be hit by a ferocious
hurricane, then a tornado, while a coastal tidal wave the size of the Empire State
Building sweeps across the nearest coastline.
Poppies will grow on the grave of WW II two Jima veteran Ira
Pima tribe native, as a symbol of the innocence of his soul.
•

Ha~.

The Empire State Building explodes from a terrorist
bomb! In a futile attempt to demoralize America, Arab
terrorists, who wear the red turban and whose emblem
is a "star and crescent moon," are responsible.

•

an Arizona

.I

Sabotage of the D.C. senate building (white dome) black smoke and fire!

.I

Very severe earthquakes and fires in Southern California - this coming
summer.
Earthquake and tidal wave to hit Boston, Mass; of all places.
A fatal outbreak of BMad Cow Disease" strikes Toronto, moves across Canada,
then spreads quickly to the U.S. where it wreaks havoc in America.
The outrageous murder of Brazil's street kids will come to a halt when world
pressure and a new hero following in the footsteps of the late saviour of children,
Yves de Roussan, forces new protective legislation.
•

The Mideast will explode like a roman 'candle in 2001, drawing
all nations ever closer to WW 1111

.I

Warships and ICBM's in and around Australia and New Zealand!
Great economic crash coming! January-February of 2001, as the Euro-dollar
becomes worthless, the Canadian "peso· even less, while American currency
remains relatively stable; yet Toronto, Vancouver, Montreal and the rest of
Canada will thrive in the film industry because of it; entertainment in general --

Page 11 - 101 SPECIFIC PREDICTIONS FOR '92 --AND BEYOND!

83.

A "cosmic" fireworks display will rain down over Toronto, Canada.

84.

Niagara Falls will make world headlines when a small plane
crashes into the river and is swept away. Two are rescued.

85.

A lot of construction, activity, jobs and increased waterflow draw
international attention.

86.

Over the next few years, India will beocme militarily powerful
under t he leadership of a "warrior-prince who wears a red turban".
I also see the Taj Mahal.

87.

"London Bridge is falling down"- an explosion.

88. • I see raging fires around the White
House in Washington, D.C.!! .I
89.

The Eiffel Tower will be bombed, and eventually toppled.

90.

The situation in the Middle East will erupt into another
"Gulf War", and calmed down by a powerful political
figure for a while. Then there will be a final confrontation
which will involve the whole world.

91.

Comedienne Phyllis Diller must guard her health closely.
Her nervous system will be strained to the limit when she
takes on a terrific new television project, giving her career
a much-needed boost. Also, problems with her children
will take their toll.

92.

Frank Sinatra will begin talking about his late mother, as a
new awareness evolves; likewise, Perry Como.
Page 12 next ...

ANTHONY CARR'S 101 PREDICTIONS FOR 1996- AND BEYOND!

1.

As I have predicted for years, Quebec is now "defacto" gone from Canada.
Before the next federal election, Canada will have separated. Quebec is
gone from the Canadian scene; by this time next year, they' ll be even
goner! Jacques Parizeau will "pay" dearly for his treasonous act. The
former Quebec Premier faces grave health crisis; a great "light" above and
around his head. Jacques Parizeau, like t he former Quebec premieer Rene
Levesque- and the very nearly late Bloc Quebecois Party Leader and soon·
to-be Quebec Premier and former Federal Leader of the Opposition, Lucien
Bouchard, will suffer a similar Fate- only worse!- simply becuase his
dream to destroy Canada will succeed!

2.

Upon Quebec's declaration of sovereignty, the United States will
immediately step in to take a very firm "foothold". I see American dollars
falling from the skies into Quebec.

3.

As I predi cted before , billions and billions of dollars will pour into Canada
through casinos, movie making and the hospitality industry- creating
thousand upon t housands of jobs. Canada will enjoy a three-year fi nancial
boom.

4.

Americans will have a new and improved medical plan for everyone, a
cross between Canadian socialized medicine and the current American
insurance plan.

5.

• A successful bombing of the Staten Island Ferry!
New York City will be rocked by multiple disasters;
riots, earthquakes, chemical spills, and successful
bombing. ./

6.

Stately homes will once again grace the Toronto Islands. There wi ll be no
connecting link form the mainland (i.e. tunnel or bridge).

7.

Toronto Mayor, Barbara Hall, will wear her official Chain·Of·Office to greet
an incredibly famous figure: U.S. President Bill Clinton!

8.

Cl inton pulls off the impossible! He' s re-elected!

9.

A tremendous explosion and fi re beneath Toronto's Union StationEsplanade District! A terrible underground explosion and fire beneath the
Esplanade! (Methane gas?) Sudden earthquake will hit Toronto! Toronto,
in spite of everything, will prosper financially, socially and culturally.
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